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1) On Marxism’s interpretive character, or on the objectively unsolvable dichotomy between ‘true’ and ‘false’ Marxism.

‘Where is the party in opposition that has not been decried as communistic by its opponents in power? Where is the opposition that has not hurled back the branding reproach of communism, against the more advanced opposition parties, as well as against its reactionary adversaries?’

There is no reason to think that, on writing the passage above, it would have crossed its authors’ minds that, in the course of history, the term ‘Marxist’ would replace that of ‘Communist’ in this mutually incriminatory usage between governing and opposition parties. Moreover, such an indictment gets an immediate response from the incriminated party; ‘Marxist!’ says one; ‘No, Keynesian!’ replies the other. ‘Marxist!’ reciprocates the accused party as soon as it emerges that a major leader of its opponent has a Communist skeleton hidden in the cupboard. ‘If you are not a Socialist at twenty, you have no heart, but if you remain one at thirty, you have no head!’ substantiates the other, paraphrasing Clemenceau. Nonetheless, however amusing this tragicomic exchange of recriminations may be, in which a sort of ‘Who, me?’ attitude prevails, it is a seemingly opposite discussion that is of real interest from the point of view of the political action of the working class. In this discussion each one proclaims him/herself Marxist at the same time that, usually, accuses as “false Marxists” those who also proclaim themselves Marxists but disagree on the interpretation of the point at stake. The question becomes inevitable: What do those who consider themselves Marxists understand by being Marxist?

It is usual practice in this milieu to confidently place the phrase ‘According to Marx’s theory…’ before any personal judgement, and to virulently expell any dissenter from ‘the realm of Marxism’. Even Pio IX would have envied such expressions of dogmatic infallibility. However, unlike his case, there has never been among Marxists any conciliar agreement that would anointed one Pope. The world of Marxists is not made in image and likeness of the world of commodities, in which the latter have selected one as the expression of their value-quality. It is, so to speak, a world of plain and simple commodities. Therefore, the dogmatic authority of one Marxist can be called into question by all others. At least outside party and academic hierarchies.

In the absence of a universally accepted authority who could dictate what constitutes ‘true’ Marxism, no objective resolution can be found to the debate on who can legitimately be defined as Marxist, which leads to the permanent renewal of the argument. Recently, Professor Rolando Astarita has proposed what he considers an unsurpassable
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1 A previous version was presented at the VII Jornadas de Economía Crítica in 2014
criterion to settle the issue of classification. According to him, it is a criterion based on ‘the dialectical idea of a leap from quantity into quality’. Thus, he singles out as mere ‘quantitative variations’ ‘a range of nuances and disagreements with aspects of the theory, however maintaining the core beliefs that form a theoretical and political body with definite characteristics’. Beyond these quantitative variations, ‘there are challenges which involve a qualitative break’. The author presents, as an example, that of the theory of exploitation, which, ‘being (…) one of the defining features of Marxism, the proposition that the capitalist mode of production is not exploitative would not fit, by any means, within the Marxist current of thought.’

In line with this criterion, it seems plain to exclude from the Marxist realm someone who states that ‘[a]ll legitimate income, from work or not, should be protected’, which in other words means to consider income obtained from exploiting others’ work as legitimate. Yet, this statement is a fundamental principle of ‘Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong Thought and Deng Xiaoping Theory’ for those who rule their practice by ‘the important thought of Three Represents’. And precisely given that the ‘leap from quantity into quality’ has been invoked, a question arises: Would it make sense to exclude from Marxism those who probably comprise the largest number of people that define themselves as Marxists worldwide?

Let us consider another case. Following the cited argument, the conception that ‘capitalism suffers from unnecessary alienation and exploitation’, whose necessity of being transcended ‘flows from a historical world view, based on the evolution of forms of property’, apparently does not infringe the boundaries of a ‘quantitative variation’. Yet if the limit to the ‘qualitative break’ is premised on the endorsement of Marx’s theory of value, then Roemer’s ‘analytical Marxism’ should clearly remain off-limits, insofar as it rejects it for the analysis of exchange relations. Instead, he states that for such analysis ‘the tools par excellence are rational choice models: general equilibrium theory, game theory, and the arsenal of modelling thechnics developed by neo-classical economics’. However, no Marxist within the range of quantitative adequacy has yet succeeded in precluding ‘analytical Marxism’ from being considered a variety of Marxism.

Likewise, a stricter stance could be adopted towards the ‘every man his own Marxist’ view, considering that a ‘simultaneous dual-system interpretation’ in the derivation of production prices from values rejects Marx’s theory of exploitation, as opposed to a ‘temporal single-system interpretation’. And how to establish if the Neue Marx-Lektüre’s critique of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall is just a ‘quantitative variation’ or exceeds the limits of a ‘qualitative break’ from Marxism. Or if the new category of a ‘Marxism without Marx’ is at all plausible within it. Or if only those who
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propose to ‘return to Marx’ in order to fight ‘religious Marxism’ are worthy of holding the name -which would imply that to be a real Marxist, one should first have gone somewhere else from where to return. Or if, after all, even the modern emulators of Proudhon could feel welcome by the ‘we are all Marxists now’. In sum, how to establish on which side of the dividing line drawn for the ‘leap from quantity into quality’ an ‘erratic Marxist’, a ‘Marxist for the long run and Keynesian for the here and now’, or the statement itself that ‘to take 'liberties' with the signature of Marx is in this sense merely to enter into the freedom of Marxism’ should be placed.

In turn, Marx himself has been declared unworthy of being reclaimed as a Marxist, as he is said to have professed ‘the ideological, non-scientific character of the concept of alienated labour’ -and thus of the concept of ‘alienation' that supports it, which leaves a ‘flagrant and extremely harmful […]’ influence: ‘the theory of fetishism’. He has also been accused by the Marxist Rubin of infringing upon the interpretation of his own theory, for having ‘a few sentences’ in which he brings out the materiality of abstract labor common to all forms of social organization, and which is socially represented as the value of commodities only when it is performed in a private and independent manner, something that ‘cannot in any way be made consistent with the entirety of Marx’s theory of value’. Nevertheless there are also those who furiously blame Marx himself for the generosity thanks to which anyone can be considered a Marxist: ‘We are all Marxists in a Marxian world’.

The criterion presumably based on the ‘dialectical idea of a “leap from quantity into quality”’ thus proves helpless for establishing the contours of Marxism, other than by lapsing into an arbitrary subjective rule based on the maxim: ‘I, true Marxist; you, false Marxist’. And this inability to avoid arbitrary criteria should come as no surprise. In effect, the difficulty involved in any sort of classification resides in explaining the nature of the qualitative difference that manifests itself in a quantitative difference, instead of proceeding blindly in reverse, that is, by starting from the observation of an alleged quantitative difference in order to derive from it the existence of a qualitative difference whose content remains unexplained. This inverted approach, which proceeds by leaving the quality undefined, cannot surpass the barrier of smallness in the difference. In this case, this means the barrier of the sectarian debate on who is and who is not included.
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Given that the starting point of any classification is the recognition of the qualitative attribute that determines its object, the problem faced is the qualitative definition of what is being Marxist. And the distinctive qualitative attribute that all Marxists share is that they all self-identify as individuals who seek to interpret Marx’s writings, and more generally his action, in the positive manner that each of them conceives as adequate. Yet it is not an interpretation which is sought out of scholastic interest. Instead, it is aimed at being applied to the real world in order to interpret its workings in a way that allows the transformation of the existing social order into one which is superior from the point of view of the realisation of the human species being.

To sum up, the qualitative attribute that defines Marxists is the self-recognition as political subjects intending to interpret the world in order to change it, by interpreting Marx in the positive way they conceive as appropriate. And this qualitative attribute remains unchanged, regardless of the claim to be doing a Marxian interpretation as opposed to any Marxist one, whereby ‘Marxian’ is seen as ‘Marx’s own’.

The question about the qualitative nature of Marxism leads us to the question of what is the qualitative nature of ‘to interpret’. All interpretation is an action in which the subject defines which of the attributes that his/her determine subjectivity makes him/her discover in the object, are relevant in the determination of the latter’s very objectivity and, consequently, of its potentialities. On this basis, the subject thereby confronts the object as if it embodied as its actual necessity that which had been ideally introduced in it by his/her own subjectivity. In other words, the object becomes represented under the appearance of possessing that subjectively-constructed necessity. Whether the interpretation is of a music score, religious texts or -what is our concern- the scientific writings of Marx, such is the subjectively determined essence of interpretation.

Given the interpretive character of Marxism, i.e., given that Marxists define themselves as interpreters of Marx, the fact that they interpret Marx in various ways determines them as different species within the same genus. The plausibility of ‘each one their own Marxist’ is inherent in the very interpretive essence of Marxism. Hence, it also follows the impossibility of finding an objective criterion capable of drawing the line between ‘true’ and ‘false’ Marxists. The attempt to establish such objective criterion is a contradiction in terms in the face of the interpretive essence of Marxism. This finding obviously cannot by itself put an end to the mutual accusations of ‘false Marxist’. On the contrary, its power resides in explaining why such recriminations have formed, and will continue to form, part of the Marxist subjectivity.

2) Knowledge is the organizational instance of action, or to know is to organize one’s own action

Well-known are Engels’s citations of Marx’s remarks about himself: ‘…Marx once said to Lafargue: “Ce qu’il y a de certain c’est que moi, je ne suis pas Marxiste”’

In addition, ‘As Marx said of the French Marxists in the late seventies: “Tout ce que je
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sais, c'est que je ne suis pas Marxist".\(^{25}\) And directly in German, ‘Marx said: “All I know is that I'm not a Marxist”’.\(^{26}\)

Were the point to interpret Marx, it could be concluded that his own self-exclusion from Marxism responds only to a formal impossibility: Marxism can interpret Marx, but it would be meaningless to say Marx interprets himself. Alternatively, it could be understood as an expression of Marx’s irony.\(^{27}\) Or a ‘pained lament’ in rejection of Lafargue and his followers’ doctrinal conceptions.\(^{28}\) Or else, as a means of ‘getting rid of’ an ‘aberrant mythology’ about the “‘creators’ of a set of ideological conceptions artificially grouped under the name of “Marxism”’, which carries the stigma of ‘obscurantism from its origin’.\(^{29}\)

The speculation on how to interpret Marx’s reasons to explicitly reject being a Marxist can go on endlessly. But what does the interpretative character of Marxism really mean from the point of view of our own condition as political subjects willing to take action to change the current social organization? At once, another passage from Marx that focuses on the the nature of interpretation springs to mind: ‘The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways. The point is to change it’.\(^{30}\)

There is a general agreement among Marxists as to the interpretation of this statement: philosophers are not being criticized for interpreting the world, but for thereafter not acting upon it. In other words, according to this view the point is to interpret the world in order to act on its change on the basis of that interpretation. Nevertheless, let us examine again the nature of an interpretation. Whatever the particular object under consideration, to interpret something is a mode of knowing the potentiality that such object embodies in order for the subject to appropriate it. Interpretation is thus a form of knowledge. Consequently, in order to resolve the question of the necessity of interpretation as such, we should first inquire into the necessity of knowledge in general.

In any metabolic process, the subject needs to expend its body in order to appropriate objects from its environment, thereby reproducing itself as a subject. The production of knowledge is the moment of this metabolic process in which the subject consumes its body in order to appropriate its own potentiality faced with that offered by the object from its environment. That is, knowledge is the moment of the subject’s self-reproduction process by which it virtually appropriates its condition as such subject in order to regulate the full expenditure of its body that is needed to effectively act upon, and thereby actually appropriate, the object. Hence, knowledge is the process by which the subject organises its own action of effectively appropriating the object in order to satisfy its own purpose. In this condition as a moment of the subject’s bodily expenditure in order to organise its action, knowledge is an inner instance of this action itself, the action in its own unfolding. Therefore, the point is not that the philosophers stopped short of acting once they have interpreted the world. The point lies in the fact that the very form
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of their knowledge of the world, the fact that they interpret it, has been the necessary form of ruling their action in a manner which makes it impotent to change the world. The question we are facing here does not refer to the content of the interpretation but to the very form of the process of knowledge that results in an interpretation. In other words, it refers to to the method of this knowledge.

Conscious knowledge, i.e. a kind of knowledge which knows itself as such -or more simply, consciousness- is the form of knowledge generically inherent to human beings. Consciousness is the way each human being carries in his/her person the capacity to rule his/her own individual action as an organ of the process of social metabolism.

Scientific consciousness, or scientific knowledge, is a specifically determined form in which the human subject rules his/her action upon the object. Under this specific modality, the subject aims to virtually appropriate his/her own potentiality faced with that of the object without allowing, in this process, his/her own subjectivity to posit -whether ideally or actually- determinations in the object which are alien to it. Accordingly, it is a form of knowledge through which the subject aims to ideally apprehend the determinations of his/her own subjectivity, as if the latter were an external object itself. Its method, i.e. its form, thus has a twofold objective character. Hence its power to transform reality.

A question arises here as to why, if scientific knowledge is in itself but an inner moment of the self-organisation of human action in the manner most powerful for changing the world, is it conceived in contemporary society as sundered from action: on one hand, there is theory; on the other, practice. At most, the positing of that constitutive separation between theory and practice is then followed by the claim that both should be placed in a correspondingly external relationship whose concrete form can never be clearly defined. In fact, this divorce between scientific knowledge and action underlies the Marxist interpretation which submits that the problem with philosophers is that they know but do not act thereafter.

3) The scientific method of logical representation as a historically specific social relationship, or free scientific consciousness as a form of alienated consciousness in capital.31

In the capitalist mode of production, consciousness is determined in a historically specific way. The general social relation, hence one’s own social being, confronts individuals as an objectified existence external to their person. This objectified social relation, which is the product of privately-performed social labour, carries the power to set into motion social labour itself with no immediate goal other than its self-multiplication. Such is capital’s generic determination. Thus, human subjects are free from relations of personal dependence in the organization of their lives because they are subordinated to the social powers objectified in capital. To put it briefly, free consciousness is the form taken by consciousness alienated in capital.32

Capital’s need for scientific knowledge embodies a contradiction. In order to produce relative surplus value through the system of machinery, capital needs to subordinate production to science. However, inasmuch as scientific knowledge is simply

31 Henceforward, this text is based on the chapter named ‘Dialectic method. Critique of scientific theory’, by Iñigo Carrera, Juan, El capital: razón histórica, sujeto revolucionario y conciencia [Capital: Historical Reason, Revolutionary Subject and Consciousness], Buenos Aires, Imago Mundi, 2008.

a specific form of the production of surplus value, science has to reproduce the alienation of consciousness in capital. While it must be an objective consciousness, it must also confront itself in a non-objective way, falling prey to the appearance of being an abstractly free consciousness. Therefore, it is a science that needs to present the foundations of its objectivity as originating from outside itself, more specifically, as founded on a philosophical representation that is conceived as emerging from a pure abstractly free subjectivity.

Logical representation is this contradiction resolved, i.e. developed. It represents real connections by taking the forms in which the determinant necessity appears as already realized, as if they did not simultaneousaneously embody a necessity of their own to be realized. On this basis, real existences are defined as incapable of self-movement. Thus, nothing in the real world is conceived as being able to bear within itself the need -i.e. to be the subject- of its own trascendence. It seems that all movement must be bestowed upon them externally. Thus posited as incapable of self-movement, all real forms are represented in thought as if they were abstract immediate affirmations. In this way, free consciousness can only be free consciousness. Likewise, alienated consciousness can be nothing but itself. But there is no way in which free consciousness could be a concrete form of alienated consciousness. At most, according to so-called dialectical representation, both can be put together contradicting each other externally, albeit each one of them as its correspondingly abstract immediate affirmation.

Once real existences are devoid of their necessity, i.e. turned into concepts, the representation of their motion must impose upon them a constructive necessity that relates them externally in thought, so as to build a conceptual system. However, as a means to scientific knowledge, this constructive necessity must represent the outward manifestation of the objective relationships among its objects. The systematization of the said constructive necessity is the logic of representation. The appearance as immediate abstract affirmations effectively corresponds to the expression of the real quantitative determination considered in itself. On this basis, the logical construction starts conceiving of concrete forms as devoid of a necessity to be realized, thereafter representing that necessity through the relations of measure observed among them. Although the very quality of the necessity at stake remains unknown, it is still possible to act upon the relations of measure among such forms, thereby modifying quantities until they correspond to a different qualitative form. Here lies the power of logical representation to transform the existing material conditions as a historical specific form of developing the productive forces of society ruled by the production of relative surplus value. It can measure everything objectively, without inquiring on the objective necessity of anything. In particular, without inquiring on the objective necessity of the knowing subject’s own subjectivity.

Nonetheless, the very form of this logical representation does not just hinder the possibility of discovering that the progress in freedom implied in the capacity for action that this mode of knowledge confers, is the necessary form in which alienation self-develops. Its power in this respect takes a concrete form which is of particular interest here. Logical representation starts by conceiving of real concrete forms as abstract immediate affirmations. Therefore, the real necessity that determines them can only be grasped by representation through the greater or smaller degree of recurrence in which such real concrete forms appeared at the beginning. Hence, logical representation itself reaches a logically inevitable conclusion: by virtue of its own constructive character, which is necessarily external to the real necessity which it attempts to appropriate by means of thought, logical representation makes it impossible to attain any certainty of an objective knowledge before acting. Consequently, the conclusion is drawn that logical
representations, hence scientific theories, are indeed different ways of interpreting reality. They are but ideological constructions. And this eventually culminates in the the view according to which the claim that all scientific knowledge is ideologically determined by its very nature, is seen as the most genuine expression of a critical consciousness, historically able to overcome its current form.

Such conclusion, stemming from the very form of logical representation whatever its content may be, is not an abstract epistemological question but concretely concerns working class political action. It entails the naturalization of the capitalist mode of production and, thus, a way of depriving the working class of its condition as revolutionary subject. Any interpretation of a real determination is, in itself, the negation of a knowledge that has trascended all appearance. The interpretation of the determination of one’s social being is the negation of its full objective knowledge. Yet the full objective knowledge of the human being’s determination as an individual organ of the social life process, born by the consciousness of each member of society, is the necessary form taken by the general social relation in a society founded on the general conscious organization of that process. Thus, the claim that objective knowledge is bound to remain an interpretation renders the general conscious organization of social life impossible. In other words, the claim that logical representation is the natural, therefore insurmountable form of scientific knowledge necessarily implies that the supersession of the capitalist mode of production by socialism/communism is impossible. So it is. By its very form - i.e., its method- logical representation is a form of objective consciousness proclaiming ‘the end of History’.

Besides agreeing that the point is to interpret the world by positively interpreting Marx in order to change it, Marxists unanimously coincide that all social relations are of a historical nature. Now, we have already stated that consciousness is the form in which each human subject carries in him/herself the capacity to organize his/her own individual action as an organ of the process of social metabolism. Therefore, consciousness is the form in which each person carries his/her general social relation. In short, consciousness is a form of the general social relation. But it is not so abstractly, simply by virtue of its content. Its very form -i.e., its method- is an expression of the general social relation. Therefore, its method is a historical social product itself. According to Marxists, however, all general social relations might be historical, but not quite so the method of scientific knowledge, which is seen as naturally taking the form of logical representation and, in that condition, as one or another way of interpreting the world.

So much so that even someone who asserts that ‘[concerning Marxism] orthodoxy refers exclusively to method’,33 and that ‘to grade the methods objectively in terms of their value to knowledge is itself a social and historical problem’,34 cannot find any specific about historical materialism, as regards the very form of representation, other than an abstract reference to a ‘mediated totality’.35
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35 Lukács, Georg, op. cit., p. 164. In this manner, Lukács considers that ‘(t)he goal of these arguments is an interpretation, an exposition of Marx's theory as Marx understood it’ (ibid., p. xliii). On the one hand, he clings to the appearance that ‘theory’ -i.e., the organizational moment of an action based on logical representation- may have an existence and finality abstracted from that action itself. On the other, that there can be a ‘practice’ devoid of the concretely determined integrity of its own organization. Subsequently, ‘theory’ and ‘practice’ are placed in a relationship of ‘correspondence’ (or lack of it) out of their mutual exteriority. Only in this way can an action in which the subject affirms his/her concretely
Nevertheless, logical representation is not the natural form of scientific method. It is a historically determined form of social relationship in which ideology, thus the negation of objective knowledge, becomes affirmed under the appearance of its opposite, i.e. scientific method.

4) The reproduction of the concrete by means of thought, or dialectical knowledge as a historically specific form of the objective consciousness of the working class as revolutionary subject.

Thus far we have recognized the specific historical determination of logical representation as the necessary form of objective consciousness in the capitalist mode of production. It is the necessary form of the production of relative surplus value which, as such, deprives its subject -more concretely, the working class as a political subject- of the possibility of becoming objectively aware of its powers as historical subject. A question immediately arises: which is, then, the form of objective knowledge inherent to the working class’s own historical subjectivity, with the capacity to organize the supersession of the capitalist mode of production?

This kind of knowledge does not come to a halt in the face of the appearance that the concrete existence upon which we intend to act is devoid of any objective potentiality to be actualized. If it lacked this potentiality, any action aimed at transforming the concrete existence under consideration would be utterly impotent. Consequently, our process of cognition must confront this concrete existence by means of an analysis that recognizes it precisely in its condition as an actual existence which, at the same time, embodies a potentiality to be realized. But in order to act upon this potentiality, our knowledge needs to account for its necessity. And the latter resides in the very form as an actual existence of the concrete object we are facing. In turn, this actual existence is the product of the realization of a potentiality which determined it as such actual existence. In other words, our analytical process must pierce deeper into the concrete existence that constituted the starting point in search of the necessity which is already realized in it. The point now is therefore to discover the form in which the initial concrete still existed as a pure potentiality to be actualized. Upon which, we must then account for the necessity of the newly discovered concrete existence.

Schematically put, we faced at the beginning concrete existence $A$, whose potentiality $\alpha$ could be realized by means of our action. In order to account for the necessity of this potentiality, and thus of our own action, we must account for the necessity of $A$ as an already realized actual existence. We analyse $A$, and find that it is the concrete form in which concrete existence $B$ had realized its own potentiality $\beta$. We must now explain the necessity of this newly discovered potentiality, which we do by moving to the analysis of $B$ as an already realized actual existence. We thereby arrive at concrete existence $C$, whose potentiality $\chi$ is realized under the concrete form of $B$. As should be clear from this schematic presentation, the analysis does not consist, as it does according to logical representation, in the abstraction of a recurring attribute. Instead, this dialectical analysis moves through the discovery of the necessity-content that determines each concrete existence which, in turn, can only be done by facing the necessary concrete form of realization of the said content. As a consequence, this form of analysis renews on each turn the inquiry into the necessity of its object, without being able to stop until discovering it under its simplest and most general form of actual existence. The simplicity and determined social being be represented as if it were organised by a ‘false consciousness’, and not by his/her necessary concrete form of consciousness (ibid., pp. 224-225).
generality of the latter stems from embodying no potential necessity other than that of self-transcendence or self-actualization, that is, of affirming through self-negation. This analysis thus culminates when facing matter, that is, objective existence, under its simplest and most general form.

So far the course of our process of cognition has proceeded by inquiring into the objective content’s necessity, starting with the analysis of the latter’s realized form of existence. Conversely, at the juncture in which the analytical process culminated, the only necessity to account for at our disposal is that of the content’s equally necessary forms of realization. No sooner than this content realizes its potentiality under its necessary concrete forms, the resulting concrete existence confronts us as an actual existence whose necessity we already know, but which, however, embodies a potentiality whose realisation we still need to follow by means of thought. In this way, we move forward from the simplest and most general expression of determination, reproducing by means of thought the realization of that determination under its necessary concrete forms. This synthetic process stands in stark contrast with that of logical representation, which revolves around the removal of simplifying assumptions. In order to clarify this point, let us briefly return to our schematic presentation.

At this juncture, we already know the necessity of $C$ as an actual existence which embodies the potentiality $\chi$. Thus, in order to make progress in the knowledge of our action’s necessity we must follow the actualization of potentiality $\chi$ in its concrete from $B$, etc. Eventually, this path will lead us to confront concrete existence $A$ again, but now as an existence whose determination we objectively know, given that we have followed the unfolding of its necessity by means of thought. Likewise, we thereby also know $A$’s necessity in its form of existence as potentiality $\alpha$, whose realization is still pending. In turn, we can therefore recognize which form of our action can act as a concrete mode of realization of potentiality $\alpha$, in the transformative shape that we, as determinate subjects, consciously and willingly intend. In other words, the subject of an action organized by means of this kind of knowledge, finds that in order to govern his/her own potentiality vis-à-vis that of his/her object, he/she needs to ideally follow both the object’s necessity as well as his/her own through their unfolding. Furthermore, this process cannot come to a halt until reaching the point in which each necessity is respectively revealed in its determination as a potentiality of the object whose necessary concrete form of realization is but the transformative potentiality of the subject. It is a dialectical process of cognition which takes shape by reproducing in thought the motion unfolded in reality by the development of the subject of action’s own necessity with respect to that of his/her object.

The dialectical process of individual knowledge that faces its object as an already constitutive portion of social knowledge, cannot take for granted the latter’s existence and represent it as the foundation of its own objectivity. Otherwise, it would cease to be a reproduction of the concrete in thought and develop the exteriority of a representation, i.e. it would become an interpretation. Its own form leads it to penetrate by itself in the real concrete it faces in order to, subsequently, ideally reproduce the latter’s potentiality, as a mode in which the subject organises his/her action.

Thus, recourse to already existing dialectical knowledge only provides the subject with the possibility of approaching the concrete upon which him/her will take action, equipped with a guideline on the necessity which must be sought in the object under consideration. What was an intricate search with no guide but its own wandering about in the purely original process of cognition, turns into the possibility of directly inquiring if the already-known necessity is at stake in the proces of re-cognition. It is, however, just a guide. Once the process of recognition discovers in its singular concrete a different necessity from the one to which previously-existing knowledge was pointing to, or
discovers one which trascends the latter, it thereafter itself becomes a purely original process of cognition. Therefore, each individual reproduction of dialectical knowledge inevitably subjects existing social knowledge to criticism, thus making it account for its continuing validity.

In fact, Marx makes our proces of recognition confront the specificity of this form of dialectical knowledge at the very onset of the development of scientific knowledge: ‘I do not start out from “concepts” [...] What I start out from is the simplest social form in which the labour-product is presented in contemporary society, and this is “the commodity”’. 36 Accordingly, as the starting point is a concrete and not its concept, the necessity that guides its unfolding cannot be external to such concrete. And it is Marx too who, in the following remark, makes our process of recognition account for this determination within our object, i.e. within the method of dialectical knowledge: ‘Logic [...] is alienated thinking, and therefore thinking which abstracts from nature and from real man: abstract thinking’. 37

Without a concept as starting point and an abstract ideal necessity to follow, Marx places our process of recognition before the need of explaining why, due to this concrete determination, the method of scientific knowledge in question is necessarily the opposite of the unfolding of a conceptual system, however dialectic this may be: ‘It will be necessary [...] to correct the idealist manner of the presentation, which makes it seem as if it were merely a matter of conceptual determinations and of the dialectic of these concepts. Above all in the case of the phrase: product (or activity) becomes commodity; commodity, exchange-value; exchange-value, money.” 38

Likewise, Marx confronts our process of recognition with the need of wondering why it is not a matter of opposing a scientific unfolding of the concept to dogmatic or doctrinal conceptions: ‘Just as from the dialectic movement of the simple categories is born the group, so from the dialectic movement of the groups is born the series, and from the dialectic movement of the series is born the entire system. Apply this method to the categories of political economy and you have the logic and metaphysics of political economy [...] which makes them look as if they had newly blossomed forth in an intellect of pure reason’. 39 And, finally, he makes our process of recognition account for the dialectical method in its unity as the ‘reproduction of the concrete by way of thought’, in contrast to logical representation and its conceptual systems.

On advancing in this manner, we recognize Capital as the historically-unprecedented unfolding of the reproduction in thought of the necessity that determines the historical raison d’être of the capitalist mode of production and, as a consequence, the action of the working class as bearer of its revolutionary supersession through the development of a community of freely associated individuals. In other words, a community of individuals with the power to organise their action for objectively knowing their own determinations beyond any apparent exteriority. Marx has produced this unfolding by giving this original knowledge an objective social existence suitable for appropriation by others, i.e. by giving it the form of a published text.

After Capital, all reproduction in thought that moves through the determinations unfolded in it, becomes thus determined as a process of recognition from a social point

of view. But it is not a matter of interpreting it. It is truly about confronting the real forms of capital ourselves, in order to attain our potentiality as historical subjects on reproducing such forms by means of thought. However, we can undertake the task with the enhanced power we acquire with the availability of the ideal reproduction of those real forms as already developed in Capital. In this sense, we have a two-fold advantage compared to Marx. First, we have the product of Marx’s social labour to empower our progress towards the free organization of the process of human life. Second, we face the immediate object of our action, capital, under much more developed historical forms than those that Marx confronted in his time. Concrete forms that existed as barely emerging potentialities then, lie now before us in their full actuality. All of which leaves its mark on our responsibility as historical subjects, whose action towards superseding the capitalist mode of production involves, as a necessary inner moment, the collective production of a consciousness capable of organizing our own action with the objective power of dialectical knowledge.

If in the course of reproducing by means of thought of a concrete upon which we are taking action we confront different forms from those faced by other subjects in their own inquiry, our reproduction will cease to be a process of recognition from a social point of view to become an original process of cognition. Let us take, in this sense, the specific case of a divergence from the forms discovered by Marx himself. At this stage of our discussion, it should be clear that at stake here is not the organization of our action as organs of the process of social life by means of one or another way of interpreting Marx. Thus, insofar as the question actually is that of acting on the basis of an objective knowledge of our own determinations with the potentiality to transcend the appearances which characterise all interpretation, we shall not undertake an ideal representation of the concrete. In line with the interpretive character of such representation, the difference between one’s own claim and Marx’s writings, even if contradicting the latter openly, are settled by maintaining that the former is in fact ‘what Marx really meant’. Subsequently, the next step is to propose a certain organization of social action founded on such interpretation. However, in all this it is never acknowledged that the proposed course of action is founded on its advocate’s own ideal construction. Instead, it is presented as if it had entered the realm of theoretical representations under the aegis of the true Marx, i.e. as Marxist theory or simply Marxism.  

By contrast, in its self-recognition as the organizational instance of its subject’s action, the reproduction of the concrete by means of thought cannot lay claim to the ability to speak in someone else’s name, even if the concrete forms it has gone through in its development are identical to those already presented by this other individual. Needless to say, the same goes for non-identical forms. Hence, instead of speculating on the hermeneutics or philological readings of Capital, we might as well summarize the point by stating that ‘what Marx found on his scientific development was Marx’s problem; what we encounter on facing our real concrete, whether the same as Marx’s or not, that is our problem’.  

Finally, and by way of concluding remark: Why, when we undertake this path and objectively recognize that the capitalist mode of production means exploitation and

\[\text{\textsuperscript{41}}\] Particularly notorious examples of this practice are Ricardian Marxism’s reduction of value to its content, or the reduction of value to its form, as done by Rubinist Marxism. Both reductions lead to the representation of human freedom as a natural attribute thus avoiding its recognition as a historical social relation born out of the production of commodities as a necessary form of the consciousness alienated in them. And both reductions are the grounds for the inversion of the critique of political economy into Marxist political economy precisely insofar as the naturalization of an abstractly free individual is intrinsic to political economy (See Iñigo Carrera, Juan, Conocer el capital hoy..., op. cit., pp. 107-187).

\[\text{\textsuperscript{42}}\] Iñigo Carrera, Juan, Conocer el capital hoy..., op. cit., p. 8.
alienation of the worker as an attribute of capital, should we degrade that objective knowledge by referring to it under name types designating interpretations of reality? Is it not the case that, when we state with certainty that the Earth revolves around the Sun, or that blood circulates through arteries and vains, we do it on the basis of objective knowledge and not because we are Copernican or Harveyist?
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